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Abstract—This paper presents a concept of knowledge-based education (KBEd) framework and method in capturing, mapping, reusing and automating the knowledge of on-campus engineering laboratory instructor for imparting and assessing practical skills in engineering distance learners. The concept of distance learning in engineering science subjects like mechanical and automotive is still in its infant stage. As laboratory plays a vital role in engineering curriculum, delivering these programs and evaluating them have been the two major challenges for universities offering distance learning engineering courses. In order to overcome these challenges; an instructional system automated through experts knowledge with more granularity in monitoring the learners transition throughout the learning process is required.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of practical experiment in the engineering course has significantly increased from the 19th century, as the mode of teaching shifted towards constructivist pedagogy, which emphasized the importance of knowledge through experience [1]. This was due to the increasing demand from the industries for engineering graduate equipped with theoretical knowledge and practical hands-on skills [2]. In university education, the concept of online learning has encouraged the participation level of learners who are physically away from on-campus environment, by providing them with improved access [3] [4]. The concept of distance learning in engineering science subjects like mechanical and automotive is still in its infant stage [5] [6], as laboratory environment plays a vital role in engineering curriculum for developing practical skills.

Teaching practical is different from teaching theory; in an educational domain learning practical skills are associated with lab instructor and workshop equipped with special equipment involving long blocks of time to practice or rehearse the technique [7]. The knowledge of the laboratory instructor plays an integral part in developing and assessing the practical skills of the learner. Where in distance-learning environment ‘imparting practical experience’ and ‘assessing them’ becomes two major challenges [8] [9]. Although, there are several new advancement in education through technology like “virtual/remote learning”, one has to note that this has been extensively developed for disciplines like management and computer science, but are relatively underdeveloped in engineering science disciplines [10] [11].

As hands-on and know-how practical skills are critical for engineering disciplines, acquiring them from a distance learning mode turns-out to be a challenge. This research focuses on developing a method that captures and maps the on-campus tutors’ knowledge into a framework in automating engineering virtual laboratory for enhancing the practical skills in distance learners. The proposed framework provides the environment, guidance and the assessment for the distance learners in practicing, learning and acquiring the practical skills. This paper presents a knowledge capture method in capturing on-campus tutors’ knowledge with respect to procedure, product and diagnostics. Further explains how the captured knowledge are modelled and mapped into a knowledge-based educational (KBEd) framework for imparting and assessing the practical skill in a virtual environment.

II. HISTORY OF ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

In the past, engineering learning placed greater emphasis on practical work, engineers who graduated at that time were more practical oriented but lacked the underpinning theoretical concepts [12] [13]. Later the emphasis shifted more towards teaching theoretical concepts, which also let to an inconsistent learning outcome, since they lacked practical knowledge required for the industrial job. To overcome the above inconsistency, universities, industries and researchers constructed their own pedagogy [14] [15] [16]. For example: the Kolb [17] experimental learning theory, which helps in achieving the right balance between theory and practical skills. During the middle of nineteenth century universities like Cornell, Union college, Vale, MIT and many others emphasised laboratory instruction and practical experience for new-generations of engineers [18]. The first engineering taught course that involved practical aspects and fieldwork was from the American Society of Civil Engineers [19]. One of its early
that of traditional one [35]. At present, education sector are undergoing a revolution in automating instructional delivery using Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) at a minimal cost. In improving accessibility and achieving better learning outcomes by providing individualized learning experience as compared to traditional method involving teacher and classroom[36] [37] [38].

To date, engineering in distance learning mode uses three main approaches in teaching laboratory skills [39]. The first approach involves study centres, where the practical skills are imparted and assessed. Usual these test centres are Engineering College or Polytechnic those are located within assessable distance for the distance learners. Moreover, these centres are mostly not under full control of the distance education institute, hence the support or assessment carried out may not be up to the standard compared to that of the distance education institute’s on-campus standard [40]. The second approach involves physical lab that provides remote access by using remote sensors known as remote labs. Remote lab is similar to traditional lab, they require space and physical equipment, and thus the cost of implementing and maintaining them are more or less the same as traditional lab. The characteristics that separate a remote lab form traditional one is the distance between the learner and the equipment in performing the experiment [41]. The third approach involves replacing physical laboratory by a digital software-based laboratory known as virtual labs. Where the virtual lab, which has been the latest, differs from the other two approaches through two distinguish characteristic: Here neither the equipment nor the environment exist in real, making the student and the equipment in no danger of being hurt or damaged [42]. In addition, apart from observing and performing practical task with the equipment students have the ability to visualize the internal mechanism of the performed task [43].

In an engineering education, development of subject knowledge along with practical skills is set to be vital, as these skills makes the student ready to undertake real world problem [44]. Engineering practical skills means physical hands-on skills required in performing activity using engineering equipment, tools and technique. In an on-campus environment, learning practical skills are associated with physical laboratory, equipment and lab instructor. Where, the laboratory instructor is the source of knowledge for the students in explaining and demonstrating the experiment and assesses their performance in providing feedback to them [45] [46]. Different practical skills taught have different complexity level and require varying level of knowledge in executing them (Fig.2). Apart from that, learning these practical tasks also depends upon the learning style of each individual. For instance: some students may be tentative in grasping and acquiring the practical skills with few iteration and some may observe, analyse and repeat several times before achieving it. In a traditional environment the lab instructor alters the procedure and the teaching style depending upon the complexity of the task and provides feedback for each individual in improving their practical skill [47]. When it comes to delivering these in a virtual environment it becomes complex, as the learner and teacher are physical separated from each other. Although with the use of new technology like virtual/remote laboratories, teaching and assessing can be

---

**Fig.1. UK Standard for Professional Engineering Competence, Source: [27]**

This research will focus mainly on the ‘know-how’ learning outcome, which is more on knowing how to perform hands-on activities in solving the problem. Hands-on experience is one of the fundamental skills required from an industry point-of-view [28]. Hands-on experience is more achievable on an on-campus environment compared to that of the distance-learning environment [29] [30]. As this ‘know-how’ practical skills in engineering courses like mechanical and automotive are set to be vital, imparting and assessing these practical skill turn out to be the two major challenge for the distance learning institutes [31] [32] [33] as the learners are spread around different geographical locations.

### A. Engineering Distance Learning

During the past 200 years there has been number of revolution towards automation, mainly in three main sectors: agricultural, industrial and service sector [34]. The goal of automation is to reduce cost and increase efficiency, reusability and reliability. For automation, irrespective of the field there are three basic requirements that need to be satisfied: the availability of technology that replaces human, need for large number of similar items and low automation cost compared to
automated by capturing the knowledge from the instructor. But these captured knowledge have to be mapped to the right rules in provide right feedback.

![Taxonomy of psychomotor domain, Source: [48]](image)

**B. Remote and Virtual Laboratories**

There are several remote and virtual laboratories in the literature [49] [50] [51] [52]. The Situation Engine [53] at The University of New South Wales, iLab [54] at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Advance Science and Automation Corp. (ASA) [55] [56] at US, Lab-Share [57] at Curtin University and the WebLab- DEUSTO [58] at University of Deusto, are important virtual/remote laboratories. Apart from that [59] companies have developed virtual environment to learn practical skills through latest technology like “Haptic” in providing a better hands-on experience. In [60] the authors provide the present benefits and challenges of virtual learning environment. In [61] the authors provide the literature review for characteristics of the next generation of remote laboratories, in [62] study provides assessment model for present virtual laboratories by adapting Felder and Silverman in generating customized learning objects for different learning styles. In [63], after an overview on the historical role of engineering instructional laboratory presents the coherent learning objectives for modern laboratories and development for future research, in [64] [65] [66] studies provide the challenges in the current virtual/remote laboratory environment. All these study highlights the need for enchantment in imparting and assessing the practical skill among the engineering distance learners.

It is clear that, there are several virtual/remote-learning frameworks that assess the student knowledge and learning preferences and provide them a customized learning path. In addition to that, there are few frameworks, which are capable of providing dynamic learning path by performing the assessment check at the end of each learning outcome. However, this study is not about critically reviewing these ideas or technologies, but to possibly generalize and extent these ideas in enhancing the practical learning outcome by improving the teaching and assessing system in a virtual environment. Having said that, not many researchers have explored in providing much granularity for imparting and assessing the engineering distance learners by exactly identifying what and where the students have gone wrong and provide them with appropriate assistant in learning the practical skill. In a traditional environment the laboratory instructor is able to provide the students with much granularity in the feedback by observing the students’ performance. The granularity is achievable in a virtual environment by constantly monitoring the learner’s transition throughout the learning process by an artificial intelligent (AI) system, automated through the knowledge and rule captured from engineering laboratory experts. Additionally, there isn’t any defined method on how to capture knowledge from laboratory instructors in automating the instructional design for engineering practical learning. This study aims to provide a knowledge-based educational (KBed) framework and method that adds value in imparting and assessing practical skills for engineering distance learning students in a virtual environment. The rest of the paper will discuss in detail on how the knowledge from the engineering laboratory instructor is captured and mapped into the framework for automation.

**III. USE CASE**

This study uses Birmingham City University, UK as the case organisation in validating the proposed method and framework. The case organisation runs mechanical engineering course, where first year students learn several fundamental practical tasks related to the subject (Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Practical Task Taught</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Mechanics</td>
<td>Strain gauge application on beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E by Bending of Aluminium beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bending Stress of beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Damped Vibration of beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photo-stress experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boundary Stress of Beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and Manufacture</td>
<td>Metal joining exercise - manufacturing and programming on CNC machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal joining exercise - Tensile testing on Testometric machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tensile testing of Carbon steel materials and microstructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corrosion of Metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creep test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic Welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermodynamics</td>
<td>Heat exchangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engine Test cell demo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among these taught practical task, basic welding is not part of the real academic assessment and does not influence the academic score of the student, which was selected as the case study in testing the framework. Although the welding task was not part of the main assessment, the acquired skill was vital for their third year practical work, where the students team up in building a student formula car. The case organisation’s laboratory instructor, where students observe and practice in acquiring the skill, taught how to perform a basic welding safely. This task consists of four learning topics: health and safety, flat plate welding, t-joint welding and saucer welding. At first the laboratory instructor guides them through the health and safety procedures, followed by a brief introduction about the tools and equipment required for the task. In addition, the instructor pauses and clears the doubts for the students during his explanation. Then the instructor shows how to weld two flat plates, while performing welding the instructor pauses and provides information about the key checks that needed to be
carried out. After observing how to execute flat plate welding, students have-a-go at it while the instructor monitors them by creating a checklist in this mind and observes their action against it, providing relevant feedback. The students then have-a-go another, in avoiding the mistakes that they have committed in the previous attempt, once the students have completed the task, the instructor demonstrates how to execute a t-joint welding, followed by a demonstration for saucer welding. To automate the above instructional system in a virtual environment, the knowledge from the laboratory instructor need to be captured.

A. Knowledge capture from laboratory instructor

The proposed method for capturing knowledge from the laboratory instructor adapts knowledge-based engineering techniques that are been applied in manufacturing industries for capturing knowledge from the concern experts in automating the system [80] [81]. The value of knowledge-based engineering lies in the way the captured data and rules are mapped to a greater granularity through classes and sub-classes. The knowledge from on-campus tutor (in this case they are mostly lab instructors) where captured through a knowledge-based engineering method, which was adapted and modified according to the research scope (Table II). The first column refers to the sequence of procedure that needs to be carried out while executing the practical task; the second column refers to the aesthetics of the product corresponding to the procedure and the third column refers to the knowledge in providing what could have possibly gone wrong. The process of knowledge capturing started with a semi-structured interview in gathering the data for procedural and product requirement (column 1&2) for each taught task followed by the possible diagnostics (column 3). The gathered data were then filled in the respective column (Table III), for a set of sequence or a single sequence has a corresponding product check that needs to be made. For the chosen practical task (Welding) there are three different product checks: soft-check, hard-check and self-check. The soft-check and the hard-check are performed by the tutor, whereas the self-check is to be performed by the learners. Learners, who fail to meet the product check for the performed procedural sequence, will be diagnosed by the tutor in capturing what could have possibly gone wrong by mapping them to the appropriate diagnostic knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Diagnostics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select your metal plate</td>
<td>Soft-check: ‘Check the selection of plate and whether the plate is cleaned’</td>
<td>Lack of fundamental knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees the plate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove any burns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position the plate</td>
<td>Soft-check: ‘Check whether the magnet is positioned proper’</td>
<td>Lack of preparation knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold it with magnets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II: KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE TEMPLATE**

| Data | | |
| Column1 | Column2 | Column3 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Diagnostics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setup the equipment &amp; safety measures:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal protection (app):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety equipment (app):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to check Safety equipment: (app):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment protection (app):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to check the standard: both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIG:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set the amps – depends of think of the metal he uses (1.6mm) – setting 3 – about 60-80Amps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Tack weld the corner | | |
| Remove the magnet | Self-check: ‘Check corner edge, try to pick it up - the two pieces should stay together, after taking out the magnet.’ | |
| Weld from outside to 20mm inside | Self-check: ‘Check for gap or bend on the plate’ | |
| Main middle welding | Backend_check: ‘Check for appropriate setup and safety’ | |
| Scrape the excess | | |

**TABLE III: KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE TEMPLATE WITH GATHERED DATA (TASK – 2 FLAT PLATE WELD)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Diagnostics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select your metal plate</td>
<td>Soft-check: ‘Check the selection of plate and whether the plate is cleaned’</td>
<td>Lack of fundamental knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees the plate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove any burns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position the plate</td>
<td>Soft-check: ‘Check whether the magnet is positioned proper’</td>
<td>Lack of preparation knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold it with magnets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Knowledge modelling using ontology**

The gathered data were stored under an ontological structure through classes and sub-classes consisting of learning object, learning structure, learning mode and assessment. In this case study, we have one learning object ‘Welding’ which consists of three sub-learning objects: flat plate welding, t-joint welding. The knowledge from on-campus tutor (in this case they are mostly lab instructors) where captured through a knowledge-based engineering method, which was adapted and modified according to the research scope (Table II). The first column refers to the sequence of procedure that needs to be carried out while executing the practical task; the second column refers to the aesthetics of the product corresponding to the procedure and the third column refers to the knowledge in providing what could have possibly gone wrong. The process of knowledge capturing started with a semi-structured interview in gathering the data for procedural and product requirement (column 1&2) for each taught task followed by the possible diagnostics (column 3). The gathered data were then filled in the respective column (Table III), for a set of sequence or a single sequence has a corresponding product check that needs to be made. For the chosen practical task (Welding) there are three different product checks: soft-check, hard-check and self-check. The soft-check and the hard-check are performed by the tutor, whereas the self-check is to be performed by the learners. Learners, who fail to meet the product check for the performed procedural sequence, will be diagnosed by the tutor in capturing what could have possibly gone wrong by mapping them to the appropriate diagnostic knowledge.
The applicability is provided by the rules that are been assigned to each of the sub-learning objects, which maps them to its appropriate content under learning structure, learning mode and assessment (Fig. 3). Learning structure consists of three sub-classes: Introduction, Preparation and Execution and Evaluation. Under Introduction fundamental information like, overview about the practical task, relevant procedures, tools, health and safety were stored. Preparation consist of information about how to set-up the required equipment. Execution&Evaluation provided information on how to perform and test the output of the task. The learning mode consists of three sub-classes: Tell me, Show me and Have-a-Go, which were mapped to their respective assessment. The data from Table III where stored under the assessment, which consists of three sub-classes: Procedural, Product and Diagnostics. Procedural sub-class consist the sequence of procedures required to perform a task. The output achieved through the performed procedure is monitored by the Product sub-class, which consist information to check whether the output-achieved satisfies the required aesthetics. Diagnostics sub-class consists of knowledge in what could possibly go wrong and why.

IV. KNOWLEDGE-BASED EDUCATIONAL FRAMEWORK (KBEd)

The proposed KBEd framework (Fig. 4) consists of three major blocks: The Artificial intelligent (AI) Tutor, Environment and the Assessment. The AI Tutors and Assessment block provide the automation for imparting and assessing the practical skill, the environment block provides the virtual laboratory environment where the students practice their skill. The captured knowledge that is classified under ontological structure through classes and sub-classes (Fig. 3) is stored in AI Tutor block under the Knowledge-Engine (KE) and its respective rules were stored under the Mapping-Engine (ME). The Learning-Object-Engine (LOE) in AI Tutor generates the learning objects that are required for the learners through Generate-Learning-Object algorithm (GLOa) by calling the classes and rules mapped to it. These generated learning objects are visualized through the Run-Time-Engine (RTE) under the Environment block, which provides the applicable learning modes: Tell-Me (TM), Show-Me (SM) and Have-a-Go (HG), where, the student learns by seeing, listening and by doing the task. Learner’s performance and preference are captured by the Student-Engine (SE) under Assessment block in generating their individual portfolio. The Assessment-Engine (AE) assesses the learner’s performance and provides feedback, which is considered to be the backbone of the proposed framework. The feedback system is automated through Level, Depth and Rigour axis algorithm (ADRa), where, the level represents the complexity of the task that the learner is performing, the depth represents the depth of knowledge that the learner has to impart in executing the task and the rigour represents the measuring scale. The concept of ADRa is the extension of Hess cognitive rigor matrix, which suggests two axes: the level and the depth in measuring student’s performance. This study, in the course of automating the assessment process has added rigour as the third axis in assessing the performance of the students. The output from the assessment-engine is sent to output unit in triggering the next learning objects required for the learner from the LOE. Unknown sequence or learners actions that are not part of the AI’s knowledge are captured as new instances, which could possible turn as a new knowledge.

V. DISCUSSION

The distance learners visualizes and practice their welding skills in the Environment, this study used UNITY3D game development software in creating a virtual laboratory (Fig. 5 (a)&(b)). The action or a query that has been instantiated by the learner in the Environment is guided, monitored and assessed by the AI Tutor through the captured rules and knowledge that are encapsulated under the learning objects. For example, in the virtual environment distance learners who are intended in learning how to welding are provided with the learning objects associated under welding (Fig. 5 (c)&(d)), where, they interact with these learning objects in practicing different welding task.
Learner’s transition is monitored and assessed by the AI Tutor through the procedural, product and diagnostics class in achieving much granularity in imparting and assessing the practical skill in a virtual environment. A detail discussion on how the AI Tutor communicates and captures the learner’s actions that take place in the Environment will be presented in the future work. The method that is been proposed in capturing the knowledge from laboratory instructor through a three column approach, provide a simple and efficient way in gathering and classifying tutors knowledge under classes and subclass in automating the instructional system for a virtual environment. Further, the knowledge capture template provides a clear view on the data that needed to be gathered in order to build an AI Tutor in imparting and assessing the practical skills of the distance learners in a virtual environment. The virtual laboratory build on the proposed framework will be tested with the case organisations first year mechanical engineering students in enhancing the performance of the proposed framework.
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Fig. 5. The Environment developed in Unity3d

VI. CONCLUSION

In engineering education laboratory know-how skills is set to be one of the primary learning outcomes, imparting and assessing them turn up to a major challenge for engineering distance learning providers. Although there are several advancements in engineering distance learning such as virtual/remote laboratories, no significant work has been carried out for providing much granularity in imparting and assessing the distance learners in a virtual environment. In order to achieve this, tutors knowledge has to be captured, and mapped for automating them in a virtual environment. This paper has presented a knowledge capture method in capturing tutors knowledge with respect to procedure, product and diagnostics. Further it provided a knowledge-based educational (KBEd) framework and explained how the captured data from a case study are modelled, mapped and automated for providing greater granularity in imparting and assessing the practical skill in a virtual environment. This work has demonstrated how the knowledge from an on-campus tutor could be captured and represented in an ontological structure in automating an AI tutor for virtual environment. The future work includes the further development of the AI tutor, assessment mechanism and the virtual environment.
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